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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Chesterfield is situated at the center of a deep lot and the park in front is land 
scaped with large magnolia trees. Within sight of the road, the main entrance faces 
south toward the Old Rutledge Pike. The former plantation is now a twenty- five acre 
stock farm. There are large trees where the property slopes off at the back, forming 
a valley for the spring. Visible through these trees is the new Rutledge Pike-Lee 
Highway which forms the northwest boundary across the back pasture land. A large 
barnyard is located behind the house on the west side. The slave quarters and other 
original outbuildings have all been replaced by new barns and outbuildings. Remaining 
in the same family for five consecutive generations, the house is appropriately furnished 
with cherished antiques and heirlooms passed down through the Carter and Nicely families. 
The low brick building on the east side of the house is a small museum where the owner 
has assembled collections including antique buggies, automobiles, furniture and a show 
case filled with the old medical equipment that belonged to Doctor Arnold.

Constructed of hand-made brick, laid in the Flemish bond pattern, the formal character 
of this antebellum style house is expressed in the balanced facade, centered entrance, 
attached veranda porch, tall hip roof, paired chimneys and windows at each side. As the 
style has been changed through the years, it has reached its present form as each gene 
ration has added features suited to their tastes and needs. The only major changes have 
been the addition of the tile roof, kitchen room and den addition across the north wall 
at the back. The original 45* x 45 ' square shape, balanced plan consists of four rooms 
on the first floor and three rooms at the second story, separated by a 12 * x 45 ' center 
hall. The main feature of the entry hall is the suspended, spiral staircase built against 
the elliptical-shape, north end wall. The graceful staircase was built of black walnut, 
constructed by a master craftsman from North Carolina. The design features carved nosings 
two tapered round balusters for each rise, and the large, carved walnut newel post. 
Further evidence of the fine quality of wood carpentry is evident in the hand-carved 
fireplace mantles. One unusual feature of this house is the hall door located beneath the 
staircase. Constructed of hand-carved poplar, this door was designed to swing open into 
the area under the stair and each panel was designed to fit the' elliptical curviture of 
the wall. „
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The building is constructed with triple brick bearing walls and partition walls between 
rooms. Ceilings are slightly over eleven feet tall. Interior walls and ceilings are 
finished with plaster over lath, wallpapered. The present wainscoting and chair rails 
were added. The baseboards are eleven inches high and the original seven- inch plank 
flooring remains, beneath the hardwood parquet floor covering the first story rooms. The 
transomed doorways feature horizontal panel doors six feet tall and 42" wide. The parlor 
room located at the southeast corner is sixteen feet square. The 16 * x 27 ' dining room 
is located behind this room and the entrance is from the hall. Rooms on the west side 
of the hall follow the same plan. A distinctive feature of the house is the 16 ' x 45' 
second floor ballroom. Before this room was partitioned into separate chambers, it 
extended across the entire length of the west side with the main entrance from the 
upstairs hall. Two chambers are located on the west side of the hall. The one-story 
brick addition across the back was a porch, enclosed for the new kitchen and large sun- 
room which has a large stone fireplace located across the original, outside bearing wall. 
The original kitchen was in a separate building, connected by a covered walkway.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Built in 1838, Chesterfield is one of the few hand-made brick houses of the pre-Civil 
War period (1823-1860) still standing in the eastern part of Knox County. The manor 
house is located on the Old Rutledge Pike which was the main stagecoach route from 
Washington to Knoxville and Atlanta. An early landmark in the area, coaches made 
stops at Chesterfield which had the local post office.

The stately old manor house was built for Dr. George W. Arnold, a physician and prominent 
citizen who came to the community from Roanoke, Virginia. Dr. Arnold had a plantation 
here and named the house Chesterfield. There are no records to show how the house was 
built. Historians speculate that a contractor from Virginia may have built Chester 
field for the Arnolds, as he was the contractor for several antebellum houses built 
in the area. He had one crew of slaves who made brick and a second crew to build 
houses; the houses he is credited with building are similar in style. Designed for 
large rooms and tall ceilings, one of the most unique features of Chesterfield is the 
large second-story ballroom which extended across the entire west side of the house.

Dr. Arnold aided the sick and wounded when General Longstreet's army camped in the area 
during the Civil War. In later years, the Arnolds sold Chesterfield to Jim Henry 
Vineyard. The present owner, Montalee Vineyard Nicely is the fifth generation of this 
family to live in the house. The Nicely's had an old log mill on Flatcreek, south of 
the property.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The property being nominated is a regular shape lot ISO 1 x 266', bounded across the 
front by Old Rutledge Pike. The property line extends from the east 'corner, 
southeast '15Q 1 to the fence post at the south corner, southwest 266* to the west 
corner; ISO 1 across the back, northwest to the north corner and 266'•- northeast 
to the east corner
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